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As pre-IPO companies generate more revenue, they are more likely to make changes to their 
short-term incentive plan targets, eligibility levels and performance measurements. 
 

 

As pre-IPO companies generate more revenue, the composition and design of employee compensation packages 

naturally evolves. Smaller revenue-generating companies are more likely to grant employees incentive 

compensation delivered almost exclusively in stock options rather than invest in a cash program. However, with 

pre-IPO companies taking longer to go public on average, employees can become concerned about the liquidity 

of their equity compensation. In response, some private companies have begun to allocate a significant amount of 

their payroll to variable bonus plans. 

 

With that in mind, we took a closer look at bonus plan design at pre-IPO technology companies to provide some 

insight on how plans evolve as companies grow their revenue. To begin our analysis we divided the pre-IPO 

companies in the Radford Global Technology Survey into three buckets: companies with revenue up to $10 

million (small companies), over $10 million but less than $50 million in revenue (mid-sized companies), and $50 

million or more in annual revenue (larger companies).  

 

At a broad level, our analysis finds bonus plans are more common among the larger companies but there is little 

difference among the small and mid-sized companies. 

 

Prevalence of Variable Bonus Plan 

 

 
Source: Radford Global Technology Survey Practices Report, January 2017 and October 2016 
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Beyond the presence of a bonus plan, there are also significant differences among bonus plan features based on 

company size. Smaller companies are more egalitarian in their eligibility below the C-suite. There are several 

reasons that explain this: smaller companies typically have fewer employees and less hierarchy in the 

organization. Position titles may also be more inflated. With this workforce structure there is a mentality that 

everyone pitches in and has a part in building the company that can be more pronounced than larger pre-IPO 

companies.  

 

Beyond workforce structure and culture, there are also the obvious competitive pressures that can cause smaller 

companies to adopt a bonus plan. As they become more popular, competitive pressures dictate that more and 

more startups will adopt short-term incentive plans and eventually prevalence figures will rise. However, once a 

job role is eligible for a bonus plan, that eligibility is almost never taken away. This should be an important 

consideration for startups. As new job roles and levels are created, larger pre-IPO companies may be more 

discriminating in their eligibility for those new positions.   

 

Bonus Eligibility by Job Level 

 
 

When it comes to performance measurements for bonus plans, there are clear differences based on revenue 
size. Smaller companies are more likely to tie their bonus plan to sales and revenue targets and other specific 
non-financial objectives, whereas larger pre-IPO companies are more likely to use a variety of measurements 
including profit and income, customer satisfaction and quality.  
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Common Performance Measurements in Bonus Plans 

 
 

 

Finally, we looked at the cost of a bonus plan. Smaller companies spend 8.9% of their US payroll budget on 

bonuses (for US employees only). The expense drops a little to 6.7% of payroll for mid-sized companies but 

jumps up significantly to 11.1% at larger companies. Smaller companies appear to be stretching their budget to 

provide a cash program to retain employees and provide them with tangible rewards beyond salary in the 

absence of immediate liquidity in their stock awards. Additionally, the egalitarian approach to bonus eligibility is 

likely a contributing factor in the expense as a percentage of payroll. On average, bonus amounts are more at 

larger companies, which accounts for the higher percentage as a cost of payroll.  

 

Average Cost of Bonus Plan as Percentage of US Payroll 
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Next Steps 
 

Bonus plans are not an automatic component of a total compensation package for many pre-IPO technology 

companies in the US, but they are becoming more common. As such, it would be prudent for startup 

organizations to think about whether a bonus plan makes sense at their own organization by asking questions 

such as: 

 

 How much can you afford to fund a bonus plan? 

 Should our bonus plan be self-funding? 

 Is a bonus plan the best use of your cash resources? 

 How does variable cash comp fit into our overarching pay philosophy and impact other pay elements? 

 How much of the bonus should be weighted towards corporate, unit or individual results? 

 How frequently should I be paying out? 
 

Smaller companies that want to adopt a bonus plan will want to carefully consider how much to fund the plan and 

how to set targets that drive the most important business goals, such as sales growth and profitability. Larger 

firms may consider non-financial measurements, such as operating metrics and customer satisfaction. As we can 

see from our research, plan design features will vary depending on the unique characteristics and goals of the 

company. Company size is an important influencer of plan design, but ultimately it’s just one of many influencing 

factors.  

 

To speak with a member of our compensation consulting group about adopting a bonus plan or other questions, 

please write to consulting@radford.com. To learn more about participating in a Radford survey, please contact 

our team.  
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About Radford 
 
Radford delivers talent and rewards expertise to technology and life sciences companies. We empower the 
world's most innovative organizations—at every stage of development—to hire, retain and engage the amazing 
people they need to create amazing things. Today, our surveys provide in-depth rewards insights in 80-plus 
countries to more than 3,000 client organizations, and our consultants work with hundreds of firms annually to 
design talent and rewards programs for boards of directors, executives, employees and sales professionals. 
Radford is part of Aon Hewitt, a business unit of Aon plc (NYSE: AON). For more information, please visit 
radford.aon.com. 
 
 

About Aon Hewitt 
 
Aon Hewitt empowers organizations and individuals to secure a better future through innovative human capital 

solutions. We advise, design and execute a wide range of solutions that enable our clients’ success. Our teams of 

experts help clients achieve sustainable performance through an engaged and productive workforce; navigate the 

risks and opportunities to optimize financial security; redefine health solutions for greater choice, affordability and 

wellbeing; and help their people make smart decisions on managing work and life events. Aon Hewitt is the global 

leader in human resource solutions, with nearly 34,000 professionals in 90 countries serving more than 20,000 

clients worldwide across 100+ solutions. For more information on Aon Hewitt, please visit aonhewitt.com.  

 
 
This article provides general information for reference purposes only. Readers should not use this article as a replacement for legal, 
tax, accounting or consulting advice that is specific to the facts and circumstances of their business. We encourage readers to consult 
with appropriate advisors before acting on any of the information contained in this article. 
 
The contents of this article may not be reused, reprinted or redistributed without the expressed written consent of Radford. To use 
information in this article, please write to our team. 
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